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Caving News
New LEARN Reps and Chair

The new LEARN (Lechuguilla Exploration And Research
Network) reps have been elected:
Northeast - Ron Miller (miller.ron@verizon.net)
Southeast - Joe Abbott (joeabbott@mindspring.com)
Central - Aaron Addison (addison@caveresource.com)
Rocky Mountain - Pat Seiser (cavewench@plateautel.net)
Western - Carol Vesely (carol@farrside.net)
In turn, the reps have elected a new chair:
Steve Reames - (spreames@diskdrive.com)
Many people have questions concerning LEARN’s future.
Should we grow (how?). Should we stay as were are (current
state)? Or should we dissolve? Now is the time to have your opinion heard.
Over the last few years, LEARN has lost its email list. Please
send your response to your reps, or to me, the chair. (If you don’t
know which region, just guess, and the reps re-route any other
messages.)
Steve Reames, LEARN chair

Lechuguilla Update

In order to keep interested people updated on what has been
going on in Lechuguilla Cave, we have started an electronic
newsletter. We hope to publish updates two or three times a year
depending on when expeditions are going on and how much time
our regular work schedule permits. Since there has not been a
LEARN newsletter in years, we understand that it has been difﬁcult to know what has been going on without calling the park and
asking. Hopefully this newsletter will help ﬁll the gap and help
to inform you of the exciting things that are going on. Due to
ﬁle size limitations on our mail system, we are unable to create
a mailing list and email copies, so the newsletter will be posted
on the park website. The link is: http://www.nps.gov/cave/pdfdocs/lech_news_1.pdf
Paul Burger, Geologist Carlsbad Caverns National Park

Cave Science and Obsidian Mine

For those of you interested in science instead of stories about
caves, we’ve published a roundup of studies carried out in Saudi
caves and the potential for new and exciting projects:
-Fairy shrimp swimming in remote desert wells -Radon levels in limestone and lava caves -Dating and identifying bones,
human skulls and mummies -Ancient walls and artifacts in caves
a million years old -The rare minerals that made Hibashi one of
the world’s most important caves -The surprising results of agedating Saudi cave stalagmites -Phytoliths found in plants inside
well-preserved animal scat -List of downloadable SGS OpenFile reports
See “The Potential for Scientiﬁc Studies in Saudi Caves” at
http://www.saudicaves.com/science/index.html
...and you may be interested in what we found inside a 2000year-old obsidian mine here in western Mexico. Click on: http://
www.saudicaves.com/mx
John and Susy Pint
The Texas Caver

Maverick Bull Now Online

For all you affectionados of old newsletters, I’ve recently
scanned 100 old issues of The Maverick Bull including some
years that were completely missing from the website. There are
a few gaps here and there, and I’ve got three issues in 1986 and
four in 1987 to locate, but there’s a lot of stuff to read and a lot of
history (Texas caving history not just The Maverick Grotto). In
total there are currently 200 issues available for online reading
or downloading.
Go to www.maverickgrotto.org and click on the Maverick
Bull button on the left menu bar, then they are listed by years
down the page.
If you haven’t visited our website, check it out while you’re
there and please provide any feedback that strikes your fancy.
Butch Fralia, Webmaster, The Maverick Grotto

Further News Regarding
Winkler County Subsidence

Back in 1980, the news media was enthralled with the sudden
appearance of Wink Sink in Winkler County, Texas. When ﬁrst
discovered, the sink was approximately 20 feet wide and 40 feet
deep, but over the next 24 hours it rapidly grew to 360 feet wide
and 110 feet deep with a large lake at the bottom. Geologists
from the Bureau of Economic Geology at Austin concluded that
dissolution of salt in the Permian Salado Formation at depths of
1300 to 2200 feet below the surface was the cause of the collapse,
but the reason for the original dissolution was debated amongst
scientists. There was speculation that its location within an active oil ﬁeld was not a coincidence, but others believed it was a
natural occurrence, unrelated to ﬁeld activities.
Nearly 22 years later, history repeated itself with a roar. Early
on the morning of 21 May 2002, ﬁeld workers noticed a 360 footwide, 200 foot-deep sinkhole had formed overnight only 1 mile
south of the original Wink Sink. A drilling rig was located only
a few hundred feet away from the sink at the time! Two months
later, the sinkhole had grown to about 750 feet wide with a large
lake at the bottom and was estimated to be over 300 feet deep.
Wall collapse has continued to the present, and the hole is currently estimated to be 700 by 1000 feet wide with vertical walls
plunging 200 feet to the lake below. The owners have erected
a chain-link fence enclosing a one-square-mile area around the
sink to keep visitors back from the unstable lip.
In the April 2005 issue of the National Cave and Karst Institute’s monthly update newsletter, Lewis Land reported that recent geophysical surveys conducted by the USGS show strong
evidence of subsurface voids south of Wink Sink #1 that appear
to be sloping upward, presenting potential hazards to future oil
and gas operations and threatening damage to an adjacent highway.
Considering the size of the previous sinkholes in the immediate area, it will be interesting to see what develops.
Jerry Atkinson
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From the Files of the TSS:
The Deep
Pits of Texas,
2004 Update
By George Veni
In 2001, I became curious about Texas’s
deep pits and dug through the Texas Speleological Survey (TSS) ﬁles to compile a list. I then
ran the list past the TSS directors and associates for additions and corrections and presented
it in The Texas Caver
Caver. Texas is not known for
especially deep caves or pits, but we do have
some fun and impressive ones. This report updates the list, but only three of the nine changes
are from new exploration and surveys. Most are
from further searches of the TSS database. My
thanks to Jerry Atkinson, Butch Fralia, Keith
Heuss, Terry Holsinger, Orion Knox, and James
Reddell, who provided information.
The ﬁrst thing that needs to be done in compiling any list is to deﬁne terms. What qualiﬁes
as a pit? TSS has not come up with an ofﬁcial
deﬁnition, but for the purposes of this list, I’m
loosely considering any vertical or near-vertical shaft. The need for a rope or ladder is not Allan Cobb rappelling down Rhyolite Pit, Mount Emory Cave.
a requirement, although none of the pits listed Photo by George Veni.
below can be safely freeclimbed. Ledges along
the way that do not signiﬁcantly break up the pit are ignored,
list. All pits must be surveyed to deﬁnitively establish their
but I’ll leave it for someone else to deﬁne what should be
depths, although some surveys are not down the deepest
considered a signiﬁcant ledge. Deadman’s Hole has a good
sides of the pits and additional measurements down deeper
size ledge, as does Valdina Farms Sinkhole, but they don’t
sides could revise their depths in the list below.
force anyone to get off rope, and there is nowhere else to
Following are brief descriptions of the 31 deepest surgo from there, so I haven’t used those ledges to divide those
veyed pits in Texas. Detailed descriptions of many of the
pits into shorter drops. In contrast, I’ve decided to exclude
caves can be found in The Caves and Karst of Texas, and in
the entrance pit of 400 Foot Cave, which would otherwise
publications and ﬁles of the TSS. Updates to the list since
rank as the second deepest in Texas at 65 m, for its many
2001 are printed in bold italics. At the end of this article,
ledges, slopes, and side passages
I discuss some unsurveyed pits that would probably make
This list is mainly to give cavers an idea of what are genit onto future updates of this list. For a list of the long and
erally considered single deep pits. I’ve arbitrarily selected
deep caves of Texas, visit the TSS web site at: http://www.
25 m as the minimum depth for a pit to be included on this
txspeleologicalsurvey.org.
Page 4
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The Deep Pits of Texas
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22 (tie)
22 (tie)
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Cave name
Plateau Cave
MFP
Devil’s Sinkhole
Valdina Farms Sinkhole
Emerald Sink
Hunter’s Well
Abominable Sinkhole
Dead Man’s Hole
O-9 Well
Montgomery Gypsum Cave
Fischer Pit
Emerald Sink
Redemption Pit
Quigg Sinkhole
Wizard’s Well
Poor Boy Baculum Cave
Puberty Pit
Sorcerer’s Cave
Terlingua Sinkhole
Hold Me Back Cave
Midnight Cave
Natural Bridge Caverns
Redemption Pit
Helms West Well
MARS Shaft
Python Pit
Mount Emory Cave
Abyss Sinkhole
Merrilltown Shaft
Quigg Sinkhole
Sorcerer’s Cave

Pit name
240-ft pit
entrance pit
entrance pit
entrance pit
141-ft pit
second pit
entrance pit
entrance pit
entrance pit
125-ft pit
entrance pit
121-ft pit
second pit
entrance pit
Wizard’s Well
The Nevada Shaft
ﬁrst pit
Nosebleed Dome
entrance pit
Main Pit
entrance pit
Dome Pit
third pit
29 m Drop
entrance pit
entrance pit
Rhyolite Pit
entrance pit
entrance pit
Waterfall Room pit
Poltergeist Pit

County
Culberson
Edwards
Edwards
Medina
Val Verde
Culberson
Val Verde
Burnet
Crockett
Terrell
Comal
Val Verde
Culberson
Val Verde
Terrell
Bexar
San Saba
Terrell
Brewster
Bexar
Edwards
Comal
Culberson
El Paso
Bexar
Kendall
Brewster
Crockett
Travis
Val Verde
Terrell

Depth (m)
73.1
54.9
45.5
43.9
43.0
42.7
41.8
40.2
38.7
38.1
37.9
36.9
35.1
34.7
33.5
33.0
32.3
>32.0
31.5
31.4
29.9
28.9
28.9
28.8
28.4
28.0
26.71
26.7
>26.2
26.1
25.0

The Top Ten
Plateau Cave1,2 has by far the deepest pit in Texas, including the deepest in-cave pit. Its 73.1 m depth would be impressive
in most karst areas. Sadly, the cave is never visited because its entrance was blasted shut in 1975 by the owner, who feared
liability repercussions from a rumor of gold hidden inside.
MFP3 (Mighty Fine Pit) begins as a relatively narrow sloping pit, but after 23.5 m it opens to the 45 m diameter Frisbee
Hall where it drops freely 31.4 m to the ﬂoor.
When the deep pit list was ﬁrst published, a depth of 42.1 m was reported for the nationally renowned Devil’s Sinkhole1.
This was measured down from the traditional rig-point to the top of the breakdown mountain. While the land surface is
level at the entrance, rigging at other locations drop further down the mountain and yield greater depths. Jerry Atkinson
reported that, during the survey in 1983, the deepest possible drop was measured at 45.5 m.
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The 43.9-m-deep entrance drop of Valdina Farms Sinkhole1 is the ﬁrst cave on this list to lead to a signiﬁcant amount of
passage below. In 1982, Seco Creek was diverted to ﬂow down the pit during storms to recharge the Edwards Aquifer.
Emerald Sink1,4 is one of four caves that has two spots on the list. Its pits claim the #5 and #12 positions. Unfortunately,
they don’t follow each other to boost the total depth of the cave.
Hunter’s Well2 is formed in the Capitan Limestone. Comprised of two successive pits, the cave’s second pit qualiﬁes for
this list.
Similar to the Devil’s Sinkhole in size and depth, the Abominable Sinkhole1 is less renowned. It also has a similar potential
for greater pit depth by measuring from other locations at the entrance down to the sloping breakdown ﬂoor.
The historically notorious Deadman’s Hole1 became the focal point of a county park in 1999; access is now restricted.
The entrance drop to O-9 Well1 is the ﬁrst pit on this list needing a rebelay, used to avoid the well pipe that runs down the
shaft. Rumor has it that people once slid down the pipe to service the well inside the cave! The dome rising up from the
bottom of the cave has not been surveyed but has even greater vertical extent (see “Deep pits that need surveying” below).
The deepest pit in Montgomery Gypsum Cave1 is the only pit on this list that may not have been descended. As far as I
know, everyone has always used a different route to the bottom of the cave that is a shorter, more vertical, and more easily
accessible pit. The survey of the cave includes the top and bottom of the pit, hence the calculated depth.

The Rest of the Best
Fischer Pit, located near Canyon Lake, is a seldom-visited 37.9-m-deep blind shaft.
Redemption Pit is the second cave with two pits on the list, claiming the #13 and #22 spots. Unlike the two deep pits in
Emerald Sink, these follow each other and add to the total depth of the cave.
Quigg Sinkhole’s5 ﬁne entrance pit opens into a room about 70 m long by 30 m wide and 30 m high. A well pipe goes down
the entrance pit, which is seldom visited by cavers because the owner gets water from the cave and rarely allows access.
It is the third cave to contain two pits on this list. The 34.7-m-deep entrance pit ranks as #14 while the pit in the Waterfall
Room ranks as #29 at 26.1 m deep.
The main pit of Texas’ second deepest cave, Wizard’s Well1, sports the same name as the cave. The pit’s #15 position on
this list shows that the state’s deepest caves do not necessarily contain the deepest pits.
The Nevada Shaft in Poor Boy Baculum Cave is the reward for pushing through a tight, sometimes slimy, 5-m-long crawlway while wearing vertical gear. Like many caves in and near urban areas, this cave is closed to exploration.
San Saba County’s Puberty Pit struggled for its correct place on this list due to conﬂicting measurements, but its depth has
been conﬁrmed at 32.2 m.
Sorcerer’s Cave, the deepest cave in Texas, has four major pits, but its ﬁrst entry on this list is Nosebleed Dome6, the only
pit on this list explored from the bottom up via a series of bolt climbs. It is estimated to extend about 5 m higher to a parallel
dome that goes upward an estimated 10 m more. When exploration resumes, this dome will gain a higher rank on the list.
Page 6
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Sorcerer’s other qualiﬁer is Poltergeist Pit1, which precisely meets the 25 m depth requirement.
The depth of Terlingua Sinkhole1,2 was increased in 2001 by measuring the high side of this spectacular pit as 6.5 m deeper
than the traditional rig point on the low side.
Main Pit in Hold Me Back Cave splits into two parallel shafts almost halfway down that reconnect at the bottom. The lower
9 m of the pit are chimneyable, but the cave is closed to exploration.
The pit entrance to Midnight Cave1,3 is the only one on the list that doesn’t require ascending gear. Most cavers rappel down
the pit and exit the cave through the lower crawlway entrance.
Natural Bridge Caverns is generally not thought of as a deep Texas cave, but its large passages slope considerably downward, making it the state’s 19th deepest cave at 76.35 m. Consequently, Dome Pit was overlooked in the ﬁrst release of this
list. At 28.9 m, it is tied for 22nd place on the deep pit list with the third pit in Redemption Pit.
Helms West Well1,2 is a series of pits that closely follow each other to a total depth of 96 m. Its third pit is the deepest at
28.8 m and the only one on the list.
MARS Shaft is a dead-end pit in a near-urban area and is closed to caving. The ﬁrst half of the pit can be freeclimbed, but
the lower half needs a rope.
I surveyed Python Pit in 1988 but forgot about it when compiling the ﬁrst deep pit article. Fifteen years after the survey, I
ﬁnally drafted the map and realized its 28.0-m-deep entrance pit qualiﬁed for the list.
In my ﬁrst report on Texas’ deep pits, I suggested that a pit in Mount Emory Cave in Big Bend National Park might qualify.
Later, when surveying the cave, I saw I misinterpreted the description, and the cave’s deep drop didn’t qualify for the list.
However, on a second trip to the cave, Marvin Miller led a team into a rift that was previously thought too tight and discovered Rhyolite Pit, named for the rock in which the cave is formed. While the depth of other pits on the list are rounded
to the nearest decimeter, Rhyolite Pit was accurately measured to the nearest centimeter. That 26.71-m depth breaks the tie
that would otherwise develop with Abyss Sinkhole, which was measured in feet and rounded up to 26.7 m when converted
to meters.
Abyss Sinkhole is an impressive pit into a long but narrow room. It had been neglected for several years and was only recently surveyed.
Merrilltown Shaft is an unusual addition to this list. This pit was discovered in 2003 during construction in north Austin, but large, unstable rocks around the entrance prevented exploration. This list is based on surveyed depths, and this pit
was measured 17.1 m to a ledge. A camera was lowered 9.1 m beyond the ledge without reaching the bottom, providing a
combined depth of at least 26.2 m. The cave has been sealed, so a complete or accurate survey isn’t possible. The pit was
estimated to extend at least 3 m deeper, since no ﬂoor was visible from the camera, but since that distance was not based
on a measurement or an estimate from cord used to lower the camera, it is too unreliable to include as part of the pit’s
minimum depth.

Deep pits that need surveying
Some cavers tend to look at lists like the one in this article and think that everything to do has been done. That is far from
the truth of the situation. Ten of the pits on the list were discovered or surveyed only within the past 10 years. The TSS
hopes this list spurs cavers to realize how much remains to be done. Not counting surveys of the many deep pits yet to be
The Texas Caver
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found, a few things to do are:
1) Abominable Sink1: The depth of this pit could possibly be boosted by measuring from a different location at the entrance, although the map suggests that only 1-2 m more depth is possible.
2) Jacob’s Well: Various sketches, maps, and reports of this spring are in the TSS ﬁles. Some show it as a water-ﬁlled pit
that is about 27 m deep. Others show it as a series of pits. A recent underwater photo in Texas Parks and Wildlife Magazine
suggests it is primarily a single pit. Does anyone have a good map of this cave? TSS is producing a report on Hays County
and a quality map of this important cave
would be great to include.
3) John’s Guano Mine1,7 : This cave is a pit
located in Presidio County. It is seldom visited and its depth is estimated between 3037 m.
4) O-9 Well: The shaft with potentially the
2nd or 3rd greatest vertical relief in Texas
may be one which no one will revisit and
survey for some time. Joe Ivy and Tim Stich
had climbed an estimated 45 m up into this
dome at the bottom of the cave when Joe
fell to his death in September 2000. The
dome continued several meters higher into
what might be a passage at the top.
5) Sullivan Knob Cave: Located in Lampasas County, this unsurveyed cave contains a series of pits with a combined estimated depth of 52 m. The description is
not clear, but it seems most of the depth is
down a single pit that should easily quality
for the deep pit list.
6) Swallow Sinkhole8 : This Brewster
County shaft has an estimated depth of 36.6
m. No passage is known at the bottom, and
the owner doesn’t allow people to enter the
cave. However, it may be possible to gain
permission to lower a tape down the pit to
measure its depth, although it wouldn’t be
as much fun as rappelling to the ﬂoor. If
you go there, or any other Texas cave, get GPS coordinates on the cave’s entrance and record the GPS datum and error
margin to help update the TSS database.
7) Von Steeruwitz’s Magnetic Hole1: The bizarre pit is without a doubt a signiﬁcant Texas cave. It was reported to have
great airﬂow, which supposedly magnetized metal tools, and was estimated at over 1,200 m deep (this is not a typo!) based
on well drillers in 1886 being able to still swing that much weighted rope lowered inside. Of course, they didn’t realize that
the rope was piled up on the ﬂoor and the weight they felt was only that of the hanging portion of the rope. But the geology
Page 8
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of the area might support a pit roughly 100 m deep. Don’t ask me about the magnetism – that sounds pretty bizarre. The
cave was sealed soon after its discovery and has yet to be relocated.
Now let’s go out and ﬁnd more deep pits! Many leads available to cavers exist in the TSS ﬁles. Surveying these pits may
also lead to other passages and pits. We hope you will send copies of your survey notes, maps, and reports to the TSS to help
support Texas caving through the maintenance of an up-to-date database and the publication of reports and articles like
this “From the Files of the TSS” series. Contact the TSS through its directors listed on its web site or at PRC 176/R4000,
The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712-1100. You can submit cave reports to TSS through its on-line report
form at www.txspeleologicalsurvey.org. The person who submits the most on-line reports in a calendar year (minimum of
ten reports required) will win a $25 credit toward the purchase of any TSS publication.
For more information on the deep pits of Texas see the following publications:
1The Caves and Karst of Texas. 1994 NSS Convention Guidebook, William R. Elliott
and George Veni, eds., National Speleological Society, 342 pp.
2Caves of Far West Texas. 1977. James R. Reddell and Ronald G. Fieseler, eds., Texas Speleological Survey, 103 pp.
3Caves of Carta Valley. 1995. Carl E. Kunath, ed., Texas Speleological Survey, 109 pp.
4Caves of the Stockton Plateau. 1971. Carl E. Kunath and A. Richard Smith, eds., Texas Speleological Survey, 111 pp.
5Caves of Val Verde County. 1963. James R. Reddell, ed., Texas Speleological Survey, 53 pp.
6Sorcerer’s Cave: Easter 2002. 2003. George Veni, The Texas Caver, 49(1): 3-6.
7Caves of Far West Texas. 1977. James R. Reddell and Ronald G. Fieseler, eds., Texas Speleological Survey, 103 pp.
8Caves of Brewster and Western Pecos Counties. 1975. Ronald G. Fieseler and Carl E. Kunath, eds., Texas Speleological Survey, 56 pp.

Book Review
True Tales of Terror in the Caves of the World.
By Bill Mixon
Paul Jay Steward. Cave Books, Dayton, Ohio;
2004. ISBN 0-939748-61-4. 5.5 by 8.5 inches, 141 pages, softbound. $10.95.
Paul Steward’s previous book, Tales of Dirt, Danger, and
Darkness, is a book of grim short stories. Many of the tales
in this new book are true only in the sense that Steward did
not make them up himself; many should be called legends.
But an impressive amount of research, documented by the
extensive list of references, has produced sixty tales, of a
page or so each, without mining the lode of caving accidents. Massacres, murders, suicides, mysterious disappearances. Well-written, if you like that sort of thing.
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2004 TSA Spring Convention
Burnet, Texas
By Diana Tomchick
conducted. Discussions included the future of the Texas
Caver
and how to secure a new editor and printer, the TSA
Interesting talks, an exciting auction, a beautiful muLand Fund, and the TCMA request that the TSA donate
sical performance, a delightful campsite, tasty margaritas
money from the Fund for the Punkin and Deep acquisition,
and gorgeous weather were the highlights of a very sucand the institution of a new ofﬁcer election procedure.
cessful TSA Convention that was held this year in Burnet,
Texas on the weekend of May 21-23rd. One hundred sevHighlights from the afternoon sessions included the fuenteen adults registered
ture plans of the National
for the meeting, and an
Cave and Karst Research
unknown number of
Institute in Carlsbad,
children accompanied
New Mexico by Louthem during the festiviise Hose, Jean Krejca’s
ties. This marked the
study of cave cricket forﬁrst year that Longhorn
aging patterns, the hisCavern State Park hosted
tory of Punkin and Deep
a TSA Convention.
Caves from Jerry Atkinson, the TCMA plans
The Convention got
for cave acquisition and
underway on Friday afmanagement issues by
ternoon at the LongLinda Palit, a history of
horn Cavern campsite,
the survey (and multiple
which was in the picnic
re-surveys) of Longarea near the Park InforBill Steele and Aimee Beveridge auctioning off an item donathorn Cavern by Peter
mation Center. Former
ed by Pete Lindsley: a 21- by 21-inch kerchief designed by Linda
Heslop
of
the
discovery
of
Sonora
Caverns,
with
signatures
Sprouse, an update on
Metroplex caver Dave
from
Jack
Burch,
Bart
Crisman,
Jack
Prince
and
Pat
Copeland.
the Government Canyon
“Cave” McClung and his
State Natural Area Projgirlfriend Sherry were on
ect by Marvin Miller, and the plans to secure the rights to
hand to serve margaritas at the Observation Tower, which
host the 2009 International Congress of Speleology in San
had been transformed into “Dave’s Cave” with the help of
Antonio by George Veni.
Pete Strickland. The addition of a squeeze box (loaned by
Jim Kennedy) helped make this the center of social activiThe Cartography Salon was organized by Maverick
ties on Friday and Saturday evenings.
Grotto member Robin Barber. Mark Gee won the Best of
Show and the blue ribbon in the advanced section for a map
On Saturday all other activities were located 10 miles
of Three Whirlpool Cave, and also an Honorable Mention
from Longhorn at the Burnet Community Center. The
green ribbon for the map of Schroeder Bat Cave. There
morning program started with an entertaining video feawere no beginning cartographers represented this year.
turing Jim Kennedy in Bracken Bat Cave, and was then
Kevin McGowan organized the Photo Salon. Following the
followed by presentations of caving in exotic lands such as
trends of previous years, all entries were in the Print CatHawaii (Bob Richards) and Oman (Louise Hose). After
egory (does no one shoot slides anymore?) and Travis Scott
a short break, the talks focused on Mexican caving. Bev
took home all the awards in the Salon.
Shade spoke about recent discoveries in the Puriﬁcación
region, R.D. Milhollin related the moving story of the atThe TCMA auction started during the banquet. Prior
tempted rescue of Mariano Silva Fuentes in Oztoquito, and
to the convention, the TCMA announced that a generous
Rodolfo Gonzalez (head of the Unión Mexicana de Agrudonor had offered to match up to $10,000 for all proceeds
paciones Espeleológicas, UMAE) helped us understand the
from fundraising toward the purchase of Deep and Punkin
many layers of Mexican caving associations.
Caves. This limited offer is being extended for one week
before convention and one week after. A lively TCMA aucFrom noon to 1:30 p.m., the TSA Business meeting was
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tion on Saturday evening netted $3,400, enough to help
them achieve their goal of $10,000. Auctioneer Bill Steele
provided humor and the proper perspective on many of the
unique, historical donated items. As David Locklear wrote
on CaveTex, “there were several items that you couldn’t
have given me for free; but surprisingly, these bid for top
dollar.” These included a bound set of Nylon Highway
(the newsletter for the NSS Vertical Section) courtesy of
James Jasek, purchased for $300 by George Veni; an old
“Carta Valley S.U.C.K.S.” T-shirt, donated by Carl Kunath
and purchased for $125 then donated to the TSS museum;
several sections of old, dirty caving rope from expeditions
to Mexico, donated by Bill Steele, that sold for more than
$100 apiece; and a guided trip to the end of Airmen’s Cave
by William Russell, which sold for $250 to Rune Burnett
(it was rumored that he bought it to give to his wife, Susan
Souby).
Following the auction the TSA awarded the Preston McMichael award to Linda Palit for her long service to Texas
caving. In addition, TSA Merit awards were given to Don
Arburn and Logan McNatt for their service to the TSA.
After the awards were presented, Carl Kunath introduced Joe Pearce and his wife as special attendees to the
Convention. Joe started caving in Texas back in the ‘60’s,
and he and his wife decided to re-join the TSA and attend
the Convention based on the joint TSA/TCMA mailing sent
several weeks prior to the event. They received a standing

ovation from the crowd!
Renowned cave balladeer Barb MacLeod sang cave ballads and ﬂying songs to a very appreciative audience. For
an hour and a half, she regaled the audience with songs
both serious and light-hearted. She was accompanied by
Pete Strickland on a rendition of “Histoplasmosis” and by
Rae Nadler-Olenick on a composition by Rae about the
glory of carbide lamps. Barb agreed to allow the TSA to
record her performance and to use the ﬁnished product as a
fund-raiser for cave acquisition. Woodrow Thomas manned
the mixing board and recording equipment and is editing
the recording for use as both a musical CD and to accompany the video recordings made by Butch Fralia, Keith Heuss
and Jay Jorden. They captured over twelve hours of video
from the Convention and plan to edit this footage and create one or several DVDs of highlights that can be shown at
grottos around the state. If you didn’t make it to the Convention this year, you missed a good one, but you may still
get a chance to see some of what you missed.
Sunday morning starting at 9 a.m., the TSS Survey
Workshop took place at the historic Sam Bass entrance
to Longhorn Cavern. Roughly 20 students learned beginning cave survey skills. The instructors were Jerry Atkinson, Allan Cobb, Paul Fambro, Jim Kennedy, Linda Palit,
and George Veni. By 4 p.m. the last campers left Longhorn
Cavern, and many hope to return soon!

Winner,
2004 TSA
Photo Salon:
“The Devil’s
Sinkhole” by
Travis Scott.
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that will be the time at which we seek
your ﬁnancial support. Today you can
join us and help us on our work projects,
or have your Grotto come down and work
on trails, clean up, sign placement, etc.
Following two or three hours of work, we
will get you underground in some of the Cedar Park area
caves. In addition, we have access to several of the best
caves in West Texas.
We have a staff of twenty cavers throughout the state.
We are seeking additional cavers to work on a number of
new projects including cave digs, exploration, survey, construction at the headquarters, the development of an educational show cave, the development of our new library,
public education, and more. It is time to get moving as an
organization. Currently we are seeking a caver Construction Supervisor. In addition, we need workers, so contact
us. We need a caver to be our Librarian. We need cavers
to assist in the organization of the library. If you are not a
caver and want to assist us, go for it. With this organization, everyone can make a signiﬁcant contribution. We will
be sending out more information in the future.
I want to thank everyone that has supported cave conservation here in Texas since we started the TCMA in 1986.
At that time most Texas cavers thought cave management
applied only to commercial caves. We started the TCC in
1994. We would not have achieved what we have without
your support. With two cave conservation organizations
here in Texas, the future for caving and cave protection
looks good. To all those cavers who supported cave conservation for the past eighteen
years, Thank you, Thank you,
Thank you!

Texas Cave Conservancy 10th
Anniversary Celebration
By Mike Walsh
As I started writing the information on our party, I had
to ask myself “has it really been ten years since we started the Texas Cave Conservancy?” The ofﬁcial birth date
was October 13, 1994. There have been good times and
bad times for the organization. Following setbacks several
years ago it was decided that we should go underground
and build a strong economic base for the TCC. This decision has taken a number of years to implement. Soon we
will be purchasing the TCC headquarters. Appraised at
$329,000, we are purchasing the headquarters, two caves
and four acres for $175,000. The location could not be better. With our ATV Polaris Ranger “the Rhadine Ranger,”
we can reach sixteen cave preserves under our management. The Rhadine Ranger allows us to take care of more
than ﬁfty cave preserves.
We have a ten-year contract with the City of Cedar Park.
In addition, we have a number of other cave management
contracts that allow the organization to grow. All of this
adds to our strong economic base. This will allow us to
purchase some of the better Texas caves when they become
available. Recently the TCMA purchased Deep and Punkin caves. We were able to make them a commitment of
$12,000 to $18,000, depending on the length of their loan.
We hope that this will send the message to Texas cavers
that we all must support cave acquisition.
How will the TCC headquarters assist in our efforts?
This will be a caver owned site for meetings and parties.
The new library will grow and be of value to Texas cavers.
Out-of-town cavers will have a place to stay while visiting
the caves in the Austin area. In addition, we have a base of
operation for our Public Education efforts.
We need your support; however, we are not seeking
caver assistance to purchase the TCC headquarters. If you
visit the headquarters and see the possibilities, we will accept donations for speciﬁc projects to make it more caverfriendly. Whenever we acquire a signiﬁcant Texas cave,

Photos by Dorothy Mladenka
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Linda Palit: Recipient of the
2004 Preston McMichael Award
Linda Palit of the Bexar Grotto was
By Jerry Atkinson
awarded
the 2004 Preston McMichael
Beginning this year, the TSA is
Award at the recent TSA Convenreinstating the Preston McMichael
tion held in Burnet, Texas. The
Award, given annually to an indifollowing is the text of the presenvidual within the caving community
tation speech given by Jerry Atin recognition of their exceptional
kinson at the awards ceremony :
and continued contributions to Texas
caving. The award was established
in 1969 by the TSA in honor and recognition of the passing of Preston McMichael, a caver who exempliﬁed the
ideals of maintaining excellent landowner relationships while still actively
ﬁnding and exploring new caves. James Reddell was the ﬁrst recipient of the
award in the fall of 1969. The second recipient was Carl Kunath and the staff
of the Texas Caver in 1970. I believe the TSA chose wisely in those early recipients, as can be seen in the fact that they are both still active and contributing members to Texas caving after 30 years.
Unfortunately, the Preston McMichael Award faded from the Texas caving scene in the early 1980s.
It’s difﬁcult to resurrect a tradition after so many years, but the need to recognize the efforts of others that make extraordinary contributions to the caving community is as real today as it was in the 1960s. Perhaps even more so, as the number
of active cavers appears to diminish from year to year.
In every community, there are those individuals who are the consistent movers and shakers. The go-to people who
everyone relies on to make things happen or to head a delegation. Those individuals who everyone knows will not only
participate in a project, but provide consistent energy and critical wisdom to an endeavor, long after others have tired and
passed the torch. They will strive to make whatever project they are involved with succeed in a manner that allows others
to participate and to share in the satisfaction of the accomplishment. They are rare and precious people.
This year’s recipient of the Preston McMichael Award has been a model for exceptional dedication and personal sacriﬁce:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Began her caving career in 1979.
From the chaos and demise of two grottos, she organized and became ﬁrst president of the present Bexar Grotto
that has lasted for 21 years.
Published and co-published The Bexar Facts, the Bexar Grotto's newsletter, from when it was established in
1986 until 1989.
Created Gonzo Guano Gear in the 1980s.
Regular participant in caving projects and trips across the state. Is always ready and willing to hold a tape, walk
a ridge, or push a lead, often at a moment’s notice.
Active with the Boy Scouts of America. Has introduced and educated several generations to the joys of safe and
responsible caving.
Active volunteer and participant in the business of the Texas Speleological Association.
Recognized as a Fellow of the NSS in 2000.
She has been a consistent champion for Texas cave conservation and preservation, and has been the president of
the TCMA since 2000. Several of her accomplishments during her tenure as president of TCMA include:
o The acquisition of four Texas caves for TCMA at effectively no cost to the organization and is currently
completing the acquisition of three biologically important Texas caves at no cost.
o The ongoing effort to engineer and construct a new cave gate for Robber Baron Cave.

Continued on page 27
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If You Build it, Cavers Will Come.
TSA Land Fund: History and Status
By Jay Jorden
That must have been what the trustees and members of
The Robertson Association thought when they purchased
24 acres along the rock-lined Tygart River, then began constructing a large pavilion, showers, saunas and other improvements.
At each of the previous venues for their West Virginia
Old Timers’ Reunion, crowds had swelled to overﬂowing.
Each year since the beginning on Labor Day weekend of
1950, OTR had gotten bigger and better, so much so that
word got around and the locals started showing up for a
big party! (That’s how the association for cavers – TRA
– developed.)
Even with a membership-only reunion, the cavers outgrew each of the rented sites in succession: McCoy’s Mill
near Franklin, W.Va., and Trout Cave, from the late 1960’s
and early 1970s; and the Alpine Shores Campground near
Elkins, W.Va., from the late 1970s.
The Mill could handle only 300 or so people, and there
was no controlled access to the site. Cavers packed into the
old millhouse, where the wooden ﬂoor would sway during
dances. The saunas out back were primitive, with heated
rocks. The rule was that everyone got in and out at the same
time to conserve the hot air. Cavers dammed up a cold
stream for baths. Alpine Shores, although beautiful with a
river beside it, had a camping limit of around 1,000 – but
more than 1,400 people were showing up.
Enter the idea to buy a site. Since 1986, the Eastern OTR
has been held on caver-owned property, with permanent pavilions, showers, saunas, a series of hot tubs and other improvements.
For years, the Texas cavers’ reunion – or TOTR, as it
was then called – bounced around from location to location
in the Lone Star State, ﬁnally settling at a couple of ranches
southwest of Austin until those properties were sold or became too expensive to rent. Some years, plans for the October reunion had nearly fallen through at the last minute
because of site problems. Quality is often an issue, despite
best efforts: some venues have been better than others for
the Texas Cavers’ Reunion.
Such issues were in play when Texas cavers rallied to
host the third NSS convention in the state, in 1994. As was
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the custom then for convention committees, the NSS presented an honorarium – the princely sum of $500 – upon
completion of the volunteer duties. After a week in the summer heat with more than 1,000 cavers and attendance from
a dozen or more countries, the hard-working members of
the Convention Committee wanted to make that money go
as far as it could. What better way than to invest it for the
future? Perhaps someday, the cavers’ reunion would ﬁnd
some suitable property in Central Texas and a down payment would already be “in the bank.”
But cavers had to act fast, because the 1994 NSS Convention Committee was wrapping up its own accounts and
scheduled to dissolve after the Brackettville festivities were
complete.
Another challenge was that the organizers of TCR argued that the Texas Speleological Association, with its
elected leadership and more formal structure, was better
equipped to deal with long-term investments. Also, the TSA
had sought and apparently acquired tax-exempt status as a
nonproﬁt organization and that would arguably help attract
donations to the fund. What developed, in consultation with
attorneys, was that the Texas Cave Management Association as a 501c3 nonproﬁt would hold the honorarium in trust
until the paperwork could be completed for a foundation
that could eventually help fund a TCR/TSA site.
There followed what seemed like endless meetings of
all organizations that had a hand in the land fund’s creation.
But the focus stayed intact throughout it all: a permanent
venue for TCR, with the side beneﬁt that TSA meetings
would also be possible at such a site.
On Feb. 24, 1996, the land fund was created with a foundation agreement as the TCMA passed to TSA the honorarium acquired after the former Convention Committee
wound up its affairs. The language was drafted by a Dallas attorney, based upon a standard foundation endowment
agreement. The document created what was called the Texas Speleological Association Endowment Fund.
The agreement provides the operational purposes: “To
obtain a permanent Texas Cavers Reunion and TSA meeting site and further the goals of cave conservation.”
The idea was that if Texas cavers could ﬁnd a TCR/TSA
meeting site that also contained a cave and/or was located
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in a promising karst area, so much the better! But a meeting site was the fund’s primary objective. We knew at the
time that the Texas Cave Management Association and its
progeny were keenly focused on conservation efforts.
As a convention co-chair, I had been involved in setting
up the land fund. We also needed another trustee and it was
suggested that Joann DeLuna of San Antonio was a great
candidate because she owned property, including a cave,
and had expertise in the area.
That same year, an account was opened in the TSA’s
name in a stable money market fund at Fidelity Investments. The endowment fund address was established as the
TSA permanent address in Austin. The TSA ofﬁcers that
year signed the investment application. And they were already making plans on how to grow the investment through
contributions of $1 a head at all TSA functions and at TCR.
From the fund’s inception, the TSA treasurer had taken responsibility to deposit additional funds into the land fund
account and report on the balance to the Board of Governors. That’s an operational reality simply because it hasn’t
been convenient for the account statements to be copied in
Austin and mailed out to the trustees.
Gill Ediger with TCR at that time had pledged several
hundred dollars or more from the reunion, including some
funds from the previous year, to go into the account.
Appeals were also made in the Texas Caver and elsewhere for separate cavers’ contributions. It was even suggested that cavers remember the land fund in their estate
planning!
In the ﬁrst year of the new millennium, we revisited
much of the above history in the TSA Board of Governors
when the Constitution and By-Laws were reviewed and revised. The TSA ofﬁcers wanted to reference the land fund
within the documents. Weeks and months passed while language was debated and then submitted for a vote. The important point to note here is that the Foundation Agreement
was unaffected by that action, which mostly just formalized
what has been in effect for almost a decade and adding the
TSA chair as a trustee.
At this year’s TSA Convention, it was reported that the
Fidelity balance is $10,040.12. It’s turning into a respectable endowment fund, after all these years.
Meanwhile, in the years since Brackettville, it has become evident that our Convention Committee was a cheap
date: The NSS has lately realized what a labor of love it
is to reinvent the wheel each year around the country and
come up with a suitable site for a weeklong meeting that
has conference facilities, caves in the vicinity, airports in
the area and both camping and hotels (Cavers aren’t too
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picky, it seems.)
As of 2001, the Society’s board proceedings state, “A
$3,000.00 committee allowance will be paid to the Convention Committee to recognize their efforts and unreimbursed expenses to host the annual NSS National Convention.”
Yikes! Now, that’s inﬂation for you.
So, what’s in the future for the TSA land fund – the little
acorn that doggedly keeps growing?
It depends largely on you, the membership.
As our venerable TOTR/TCR elder statesman and curmudgeon at-large, Mr. Ediger, has stated, “It was set up by
Jay as a totally separate instrument and just handed to us
on a platter. `Here, this is a done deal. Now, who wants to
be responsible for it?’” (FYI, I thought it was a bit more elegant of a transition than that!)
“It was created for and offered to the TCR,” Gill wrote.
“But the TCR (basically, I) having no bank account (or formal organization, for that matter) and not wanting one _ …
the banks having made having an account a difﬁcult and
expensive proposition … the Land Fund was passed over to
the TSA which agreed to maintain it for the TCR.”
One more thought from “the Ediger”: “It was deﬁnitely
acknowledged that it could someday be worth many thousands of dollars and that because of that it was not a trivial
matter, but that at the same time it was an actual and existing fund and real money that we needed to be responsible
for.”
That’s how we’ve endeavored to operate: as good stewards.
For some time, the climate has been right to step up to
the plate and take this to the next level. We’re a diverse and
far-ﬂung crowd, the Texas cavers, spread as we are across
254 counties. That provides advantages and drawbacks:
We’re very representative of a growing state where urban
sprawl is rapidly gobbling up great chunks of the karst we
love. They’re not growing any new land or caves in Texas
very fast.
Yet, we don’t get together often enough to compare notes
and ideas, make plans and get things done. The land fund is
one of our almost-forgotten resources. But it’s like the old
Pink Floyd song: 10 years have got behind us and some other opportunities in Texas caving country have since come
and gone.
Can you help leave a legacy for Texas cavers and caving?
Food for thought: check out http://www.otr.org for
ideas.
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Texas Speleological Association
Foundation Agreement
This Agreement, made this 24th day of February, 1996, by and between the Texas Speleological Association, a Texas nonproﬁt organization (the
``Foundation’’), and the National Speleological Society 1994 Convention Committee (the ``Donor’’) and Texas Cave Management Association, a
Texas nonproﬁt corporation (the ``Trustee.’’)
Witnesseth:
Whereas, the Donor and Trustee desire to contribute $500 to the Foundation; and
Whereas, the Foundation desires to accept the monetary amount from the Donor and Trustee to establish with such amount a permanent endowment fund to expend and distribute the principal and income from such fund as provided in this Agreement;
Now, therefore, in consideration of the mutual premises herein contained and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufﬁciency
of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto agree as follows:
1. Purpose. The Donor and Trustee hereby agree to give to the Foundation a $500 honorarium from the Society through its 1994 Convention
Committee, which honorarium was held in trust by the TCMA when the convention committee wound up its affairs.
2. Nature of Fund. The Foundation agrees to accept the gift to be made by the Donor and Trustee as set forth in Paragraph 1 and to use the
monetary amount of the gift to establish and maintain a permanent endownment fund (the ``Fund’’), which Fund the Foundation shall maintain and
administer pursuant to this Agreement as an identiﬁable and separate fund. The amount of the gift shall constitute the principal of the Fund.
3. Name of Fund. The Fund shall be named the ``Texas Speleological Association (TSA) Endowment Fund.’’
4. Investment of Fund. The Foundation shall invest the Fund within its discretion in a manner which will emphasize high yield consistent with
prudent investment as determined by the Foundation. The Foundation makes no guarantee regarding the investment of the Fund and the Foundation
shall not be liable to the Donor and Trustee, or to any other individual or entity, for losses realized by the Fund from any such investment.
5. Expenditure Guidelines. The Foundation shall expend only the interest of the Fund for Foundation operational purposes: To obtain a permanent Texas Cavers Reunion and TSA meeting site and further the goals of cave conservation. The Foundation shall not expend the principal of the
Fund.
6. Pool. The Foundation may, in its discretion, augment the Fund with contributions to be expended for operational purposes and pool the assets
of the Fund for investment purposes with any other funds maintained by the Foundation or managed by an investment advisor, if any, appointed by
the Foundation.
7. Books and Records. The Foundation shall at all times maintain accurate books of account recording the investments of the Fund and all
income and distributions of income from the Fund. If an investment advisor is appointed by the Foundation to invest all or any portion of the Fund,
the Foundation shall require a detailed accounting from such advisor no less frequently than quarterly. All books, records and reports maintained
or received by the Foundation with respect to the Fund shall be open to inspection by the Donor during normal business hours.
8. Termination of the Foundation. If for any reason the Foundation is terminated or its assets are distributed generally, the assets of the Fund
shall be transferred by the Foundation to any other cave conservation organization or organizations located in Bexar, Dallas or Travis counties,
Texas that are exempt from Federal income tax.
9. Powers. The Foundation shall have, without reservation, all powers, express or implied, necessary and appropriate to administer this Agreement pursuant to its terms.
10. Amendments. This Agreement may be amended at any time and from time to time by a written instrument duly executed by the Foundation
and a representative of the Donor and/or Trustee.
11. Total Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the total agreement between the Donor and the Foundation.
In Witness Whereof, the Foundation, the Donor and Trustee, acting by and through their duly authorized ofﬁcers, have each executed this
Agreement as of the day and year ﬁrst above
written.
Texas Speleological Association
S/by: Ofﬁcers
FOUNDATION
National Speleological Society 1994 Convention Committee
Texas Cave Management Association
S/by: Treasurer
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Texas Speleological Association
Minutes of TSA Convention BOG Meeting
Submitted by Gerald L. Atkinson.

22 May 2004 • Convened at the Burnet Community Center, Burnet County, Texas
Present: Diana Tomchick, Chairman; Joe Ranzau,
Vice-Chairman; Jerry Atkinson, Secretary; Terry Holsinger, Treasurer.
TSA Members in Attendance: Don Arburn (BG), Jay
Jorden (DFWG), Logan McNatt (UTG), Marvin Miller
(BG), Jim Kennedy (UTG), Ron Ralph, (UTG), Allan Cobb
(UTG), Linda Palit (BG), Bill Steele (DFWG), George
Veni (BG), Jon Cradit (Ind), Kevin McGowan (GHG), Emily McGowan (GHG), Pete Strickland (UTG), Jocie Hooper (UTG), Paul Fambro (UTG), Robin Barber (MG), Becky
Jones (BG), Mike Walsh (TCC), Bob Burnett (UTG), Susan Souby (UTG).
Observers: Geary Schindel (BG), Charles Fromen
(GHG), John Crosthwait (UTG).
The meeting convened from 12:30 PM to 1:30 PM. The
minutes from the TSA Winter BOG meeting held on 24
January 2004 at Government Canyon State Natural Area
were accepted as printed in the December 2003 Texas Caver
er.
Chairman’s Report: (Tomchick) Diana emphasized
that the TSA needs volunteers for the empty slots on the
various committees.
Vice-Chairman’s Report: (Ranzau) Joe noted that the
Metroplex Grottos hosted the 2004 TSA Convention and
that there were 76 pre-registrations. 103 cavers were in attendance as of lunchtime. The next membership meeting
will be held at this year’s TCR.
Secretary’s Report: (Atkinson) The minutes of the
TSA BOG meetings are now posted on the TSA website.
Treasurer’s Report: (Holsinger) The approximate cur-
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rent ﬁnancial statement for the TSA as of May 2004:
Total cash assets : $18,786.15
Of this amount, the Land Fund account comprises
$10,040.12.
Paid Memberships: 160
The chairman asked if the TSA needs at least 200 members in order to break even. 50 memberships have expired
since the October TCR. A general discussion ensued concerning ways to increase membership.
Committee Reports:
TSA Store: (McNatt) The TSA Store has recently received an order of 275 t-shirts at a cost of $1311.77. New
bat stickers will be arriving shortly. Logan requested that
he be reimbursed $144.49 for expenses and purchases made
for two tires and the registration of the TSA trailer. It was
noted that the TSA still has no volunteer to replace Logan
as storekeeper.
A general discussion ensued regarding the creation of
new decal designs. Atkinson volunteered to pursue the
matter.
Publications:
I). Texas Caver Report : (Arburn) Don reported that
he will edit and publish the February 2004 issue of the Texas Caver and then retire as editor.
A question was made to the ﬂoor asking “What should
the Texas Caver be?” Responses were :
(Arburn): Should be professional looking and informational to members; it should also serve archival purposes.
Would like to see more color, additional advertisements.
Serve as a revenue producing source. Be a magazine newsletter.
(Jorden): Should be a mobilizing tool, drives membership and energy levels, recruitment. Has to be more frequent in publishing and reliable. Editor should not be solicitor, editor, and publisher.
(Tomchick): Not reasonable to have only one person doing all the work to put out publication.
(Palit): Editor interprets job requirements and others interact with editor. Editors tend to burn out after 6 months.
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(Jones): Let editor design Texas Caver goals and layout;
let the other issues be worked out at later date. The editor’s
energy will drive the publication.
There was a general consensus with both Linda and
Becky’s thoughts.
II). TSA Webmaster: (Kinchen) Kinchen was absent.
It was noted that Travis has more time now for both caving
and the TSA website.
Safety and Rescue: (Jones) Motion was made by Jones
to change name of committee to Safety and Techniques, as
the TSA does not conduct rescues. Motion passed by acclamation.
The February 2004 TSA training session at Colorado
Bend State Park was attended by 2 cavers and 6 high school
students.
Jones is planning to have a NCRC-sponsored training
session addressing small party self-rescue in the fall at Colorado Bend State Park.
Jones noted that she is willing to work with grottos that
are interested in learning advanced rigging skills.
Land Fund: (Tomchick/Jorden) A short history of the
Land Fund was given to the membership. It was stated that
the original intent of the fund as written in 1996 was “To
obtain a permanent Texas Cavers Reunion and TSA meeting site and further the goals of cave conservation.” The
TCMA has requested that funds from the Land Fund be
allocated as a donation towards the proposed purchase of
Punkin/Deep caves. It was noted that the Land Fund Committee has not formally met and that there are questions
as to the exact amount that is in the Land Fund. Kennedy
stated that it was not in the spirit of the original intent of the
fund to use it for purchasing caves. Veni stated that it was
not feasible to purchase caves near the urban corridor, and
that the TSA should consider using the fund for conservation purposes. Palit noted that the Punkin/Deep property
was not suitable for a TCR or TSA Convention. The issue
was deferred for consideration by the Land Fund Committee in the near future.
Membership: (Heuss) Heuss was absent.
Constitution: (vacant). No report.
Research Grant Committee : (Holsinger) No activity.
Conservation: (vacant) No report.
Project Reports:
Due to time constraints, all verbal project reports were
tabled for a future meeting.
Government Canyon State Natural Area: (Miller)
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Miller submitted the following report via email:
Project Summary as of April 2004:

•
Cleaning, repairing, and preparing the bunkhouse
for use by all future volunteer projects.
•
Assisting with preservation efforts of the Zizelmann House.
•
Preserving a cave archaeological site for future
study.
•
Collecting data and conducting observations on the
bats from Government Canyon Bat Cave for 12 different
months.
•
Conducting observations on the bat population of
Lithic Ridge Cave for six different months.
•
Assisting bat ﬂight patterns by clearing brush
around Government Canyon Bat Cave entrance.
•
Establishing a trail system inside Government Canyon Bat Cave.
•
Conducting collections and observations of invertebrates from 22 caves.
•
Conducting detailed searches through about 3849
acres of the Government Canyon property.
•
Finding 22 sites with historical material.
•
Finding 16 sites with archaeological material, and
assisting with the evaluation, study, and preservation of two
sites.
•
Finding one site with possible paleontological material.
•
Finding 267 non-cave karst features.
•
Evaluating and/or excavating 51 non-cave features
without ﬁnding caves.
•
Digging open 8 new caves.
•
Finding 30 open caves.
•
Precisely determining the location coordinates
of 38 caves and 71 karst and cultural features using GPS
equipment.
•
Setting permanent benchmarks at 36 caves.
•
Completing the survey of 29 caves.
•
Producing maps of 12 caves.
•
Finding and reporting seven trespassers.
•
Assisting with the herpetological study by gathering GPS locations and by reporting sightings.
The project this spring has been hampered by rainy
weather. Most days that threatened rain still turned out
good for project activities, but the threatened bad weather kept participants away. The past several trips we have
concentrated on ﬁnishing hanging bits of survey in sever-
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al caves and ridgewalking. The project priorities remain
exploring and surveying caves, investigating and digging
sinks, and ridgewalking, in that order.
Average participation for a weekend for this past year
has been 5.2 persons. Not a lot but it has been picking up
lately with new people joining the project for the ﬁrst time
and the previously mentioned weather problems helped to
keep numbers down.
Internal Organization Reports: No reports were
made.
Afﬁliated Organization Reports:
Due to time constraints, all verbal afﬁliated organization reports were tabled for a future meeting.
Old Business:
TSA Member’s Manual: (Holsinger/Ranzau) No progress.
New Business:
Proposed Constitutional Amendment Regarding
TSA Oﬃcer Elections : (Atkinson) The item was tabled.
Intent is to publish the proposed amendment in the Texas
Caver and on CaveTex in order to solicit input.
Ad-hoc Election Committee : (Tomchick) It was announced that Bill Steele will be chairing the 2004 Election
Committee.
Digitization of Old Texas Cavers: (Tomchick) Logan
McNatt has volunteered to digitize the remaining issues of
the Texas Caver that were not digitized by Mike Moore.
Proposal to add Life Membership Category: (Kennedy) Greg Passmore suggested that a $200 Life Membership category be added to the existing TSA membership
categories. The item was tabled. Intent is to publish the
proposal in the Texas Caver and on CaveTex in order to
solicit input.
Texas Caver 50th Anniversary/TSA 50th Anniversary
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Preparations: (Tomchick) Diana noted that the 50th anniversary of the Texas Caver will occur in 2005, and that the
50th anniversary of the TSA as a region will occur in 2006.
It was proposed that a series of posters be printed commemorating these events. A proposed poster was shown to
the membership that used Tom Culverwell’s famous drawing of the Devil’s Sinkhole that appeared in NSS Bulletin
#10 in 1948. Permission to use the artwork has been obtained from the NSS and Terry Raines has quoted a price
of $500 for printing 1000 posters. The Devil’s Sinkhole
Society will purchase ½ of the print run.
A motion was made to allocate $500 for the printing
of the ﬁrst poster as shown. The motion passed with one
dissent.
Bustamante Project: (Ralph) The project would like
approval to change treasurers. Ron Ralph was the previous treasurer and the project would like Alana Skrabanek
to assume the position. A motion was made by Ron Ralph
to approve the appointment of Alana Skrabanek as the new
treasurer of the Bustamante Project. Jim Kennedy seconded and the motion passed unanimously.
Chronicles of the Old Reading Grotto Payment : (McNatt) The TSA owes Cristen Kroeger (Squire Lewis’
daughter) approximately $700 for sales of the Chronicles
of the Old Reading Grotto. Joe Ranzau will expedite payment.
Announcements: (Tomchick) The TSA has received
a request from Jean Louis Lacaille Múzquiz from Mante,
Tamaulipas, México, and Pro Biosfera, Sierra de Guatemala
for slide shows, videos and lectures, and a grafﬁti removal
and cleaning project for the Cueva de El Abra and Gruta de
Quintero. Interested parties can contact Diana Tomchick
for additional information.
The next TSA meeting will be held at the 2004 Texas
Cavers Reunion at a time to be announced.
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On the Origins of the Terms and Practices of
The Horror, Flatrock, and Rockin’ Cavin’ Packs
By Bill Steele

The Horror!
I ﬁrst heard “The Horror!” used by Jim Smith, my good
caving friend from Atlanta, Georgia, who has caved a lot
in Mexico for over 30 years and at over 4,000 caving trips
is perhaps the most experienced American caver. Recently
I wrote him and asked him where “The Horror!” used in
caving ﬁrst came from, as well as about Flat rock and the
practice of Rockin’ Cavin’ Packs.
Jim told me that he ﬁrst heard “The Horror!” uttered out
of Hal Lloyd’s mouth in the Tin Can Alley section of Cueva
Brinco in 1978. There was a small “plumber’s trap” that
Hal went through and wedged his face in the crack. He was
stuck as his feet were higher than his head, and Jim had to
rescue him. Hal looked up at Jim and laughed, “The Horror!…The Horror!” And there it began, what can be heard
by American cavers wherever they go.
The term actually comes from Marlon Brando’s last line
in Apocalypse Now! which was the Vietnam War movie version of Joseph Conrad’s book The Heart of Darkness. Jim
says they laughed about it after Hal ﬁrst said it, and “The
Horror!” was used liberally during that trip and in TAG and
in Mexico and all over the U.S. ever since. I have even seen
it used on TV on Seinfeld, in an episode with Mr. Peterman, which pokes fun at My caving friends and I have even
come up with a concept of “Calling The Horror!” which
means to say “The Horror!” before you hit. In other words,
if you fall, and you ﬁnd yourself in mid-air, you quickly
say “The Horror!” before you hit the deck, and score one.
The last time I remember scoring a “The Horror!” was last
Christmas while caving in Mexico. The bed deck in the
camper collapsed, and I called it before hitting. A neighboring camper told me he heard me call it from his tent and
was impressed.

Flatrock
Flatrock is another one of those time-enduring phrases.
Also according to Jim Smith, it was used as a “last aid”
technique which Smith ﬁrst heard it from Jim Youmans,
the “Iron Man” of TAG caving. Smith says that, while caving in France in 1974, Youmans said, “Smith, if I get hurt
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bad in a cave, just ﬂatrock me so I won’t suffer.” Then at
one point in the Pierre St. Martin, the world’s deepest cave
at the time, Youmans told Smith, “Smith, I’m a casualty.”
Jim said back, “You know what that means, the ﬂatrock!”
The Brit caver scrambled down the climb to aid Youmans
up the climb and take his pack, taking Smith seriously as he
searched for a suitable ﬂatrock.
My favorite ﬂatrock story is the one from 1978 about
Chris Kerr. Kerr fell off an underground cliff in Brinco and
broke his femur. He lay on a ledge writhing in pain, crying
out for help, and it took his fellow cavers a few minutes to
ﬁgure out how to get to him. When they did, Kerr yelled out
that they might just have to “ﬂatrock” him, so Jim Smith
said, “Oh, okay, let me ﬁnd a good one!” With that, Kerr
said he was just kidding and begged to be rescued. And
rescued he was. Gill Ediger, Terry Sayther, Tracy Johnson,
Terry Treacy, and I got ﬂown in a C130 to the rescue. I have
always like that they named the spot he fell Kerr Plunk. Flatrock is just a joke.

Rocking Packs
What isn’t a joke is Rocking Packs. I also asked Jim
Smith what he knew about the origin of that fun practice,
and he wrote back, “I am not sure whose pack was rocked
ﬁrst. I know Jim Youmans played that trick on me in the
mid-1970s. I of course reciprocated and did so with all
whom I have met at one time or another. It’s another one of
those acts of endearment to friends.”
I’ve rocked lots of people. And I’ve been rocked, as is
only fair. The best I was ever rocked was when my own kids
got me during the July 2000 20th-anniversary reunion of
the Honey Creek project. All the way on the swim-through
from the shaft entrance to the natural entrance, I griped
about my negatively buoyant pack, wondering how I could
have paid such little attention to what I was putting in it that
it sank me throughout the more than four hours it took us to
do the traverse. Only when I ﬁnally emerged to daylight did
I see that my own kids, my son Brian and daughter Audrey,
had conspired to get me, and they got me good with a rock
the size of a telephone. I was so proud.
Rockin’ Cavin’ Packs has evolved to have all sorts of
subtleties to it. There have been “decoy rocks,” meaning
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an easily detectable rock meant to lead the discoverer, the
rockee, into thinking they discovered the only rock there,
but alas, there was another even deeper in their pack. Then
there was the time, no, the great time, I caused “rocking revenge.” It was one of my greatest caving accomplishments.
It happened at Duncan Field Cave, Oklahoma’s longest. A
procession of caver vehicles drove up a long hill on a gravel
road to the gate, and waited there while someone drove to
the end of the road to pick up the key to the gate. I leaned
on the pickup bed of Paul Wood of Wichita, Kansas, and
asked him where he’d been caving. His still-dirty caving
gear was in the truck bed. He’d been caving in Arkansas
the weekend before. The key arrived, and Paul went to the
gate as it was being opened. With his dirty caving gear unattended and tempting, I picked up a two-pound rock and
pre-caving-trip-rocked his dirty caving pack. We drove the
rough dirt road beyond the gate and parked near the cave
entrance. I purposely parked near Paul to be there when he
discovered the rock, and to guide his suspicions of who had
rocked him. When I hear his protests, I was at hand and
asked what was wrong. “Someone rocked me!” he yelled.

“Last weekend?” I inquired. “I guess so,” he said. “Who
do you think rocked you?” I asked. “Probably Rodney Tennyson,” was his reply. So, being helpful, for the duration of
the caving trip I egged Paul on in getting his revenge, and
I bet Rodney got rocked real well. Now he owes Paul, and
life goes on.
Another of my favorite Rockin’ Cavin’ Packs stories is
one of rocking a wedding cake instead. In TAG a conspiracy took place for a caver wedding, and a hefty rock was
baked into a fancy, high dollar multi-tiered cake. The bride
was not happy as she cut the ﬁrst piece and struck the rock.
I tried to do this to my son’s wedding cake, but he and his
bride might have been on to me. I offered to pick up their
cake; offered to pay for the cake; all I needed was the name
of the bakery. But no, they kept saying it was taken care of,
and they never did let me “take care of it” for them. There’s
always my daughter’s wedding someday, tee hee. Then of
course there is the temptation of rocking Ft. Worth caver
Robin Barber’s caving pack. I wonder who will be successful at Rockin’ Robin?

Book Review

70586-7. 6 by 9 inches, 438 pages, hardbound. $60.
This is probably the ﬁrst major book on the place of
caves in the spirit world of the native peoples of Mesoamerica, both pre-Columbian and modern, as illuminated
by archaeological and anthropological studies. The sixteen
chapters range from fairly straightforward descriptions of
cave archaeological sites or modern cave rituals to the sort
of paper that starts out with several pages of quibbling over
the meaning of shaman. Among the caves described are
one found and studied by American cavers near Huautla,
Oaxaca, Actun Tunichil Muknal (Stone Sepulcher Cave)
in Belize, and small caves in the northern part of Yucatán
state that are the subject of the Association for Mexican
Cave Studies’ Bulletin 12. One modern ritual is an elaborate and perilous procession by Nahua people to a cave that
turned out to be an impenetrable crack in volcanic rock, and
another is a small ceremony in a Chiapas cave by Lacandon
Maya.
This is an important book for those in the ﬁeld, but the
chapters are very much in the style of professional papers.
It is a rare paragraph that is not interrupted by one or more
literature citations, for example. So some dedication will be
required of a caver who is hoping to learn something about
a new area of cave studies. I am, as usual, struck by how
creative archaeologists and ethnographers can be, but then
I probably just don’t get it.

In the Maw of the Earth Monster

By Bill Mixon
In the Maw of the Earth Monster: Mesoamerican Ritual Cave Use. James E. Brady and Keith M. Prufer, editors. University of Texas Press, Austin; 2005. ISBN 0-292-
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Trip Report:

in multiple directions. Another tricky ascent leads into
another impressive chamber named the Dome Room
that has walls made of soft
white limestone with embedded layers of chert and some
more nice formations. The
caves descends the other side
of the Dome Room to the last
room. The walls of the room
are encrusted with crystalline formations that cover
some nice fossils between
large beds of chert. The ceiling slowly lowers until meeting the dirt ﬂoor, where digging has extended the cave a
few meters longer to a tiny
little bedrock lead.
Having exhausted our photography supplies and seen
most of the cave, it was time to head out. On the way out
we were happy to ﬁnd some of the survey stations from the
previous survey that we can tie into to ﬁnish the survey.
Jim took off pushing side passages into even more passage
that needs survey and exploration, and Amanda and I took
a side passage to a chamber that seems to house the bat colony for the cave. Once back on the surface, we packed up
and took a very long, but scenic, drive back towards home.
It was a nice trip to a nice Texas cave. At some point we
will begin to ﬁnish the survey of the cave using small survey crews and just a minimum number of trips, per the land
owner’s request. There are still a number of leads in the
area to explore, and with some luck, we could add another
large cave to the Real County records.

Red Arrow Cave
March 12, 2005

Article & photos By Travis Scott
Trip Participants: Allan Cobb, Jim Kennedy, Travis and
Amanda Scott, Shannon Summers.
Red Arrow cave is one of those caves that you have
heard about or read about, but that hasn’t been visited in
years. It sounded like a nice cave and is not too far from
some property my family owns. We decided to visit the
cave and were able to obtain access. The plan was to photograph the cave for the owner and assess ﬁnishing the survey
that was started in the nineties. Access was granted, but
tight, so a small group was organized.
The group collected at Scottland (the land my family
owns in Edwards County) Friday night under a beautiful
canopy of hill country stars to stay the night. Saturday
morning we packed up and headed over to the cave.
The entrance is about an eight-foot sink dropping into a
short crawlway. After the crawlway, the cave immediately
opens into standing room passage. A short awkward passage leads on a little ways to some very nice and interesting re-solutioned formations. The cave is very wet and
muddy, which makes for interesting and somewhat slow
travel. From this point, the cave begins leading downward
and into an area full of pristine white formations and large
pools of water. In one area, we found some pools full of
cave pearls with one the size of a tennis ball.
From here the ﬂoor begins leading downward on a tricky
slick-mud ﬂoor and the cave enlarges into an impressively
large chamber. The room leads down to the lowest point in
the cave, which is a sizeable room with leads heading off
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Trip Report: Proyecto Espeleológico Sierra Oxmolón

PESO Project 2002

By Mark Gee, NSS #49625
The root of this story goes back to the spring TSA Convention held at Colorado Bend State Park on April 26, 2002.
Most of you might remember that the convention was held
by the Colorado River at the conference center at Gorman
Falls. Participants were asked to camp down the steep, dirt
road along the river’s edge.
Saturday night after the dinner was ﬁnished, I was wandering around the various campsites hoping to meet and
get to know other cavers. Around a warm campﬁre, I met
up with several other cavers. One of the topics of discussion was a caving project in Mexico during Thanksgiving.
Jerry Fant was talking up the project and describing the
area and what the caves were like that had been discovered.
I was still a bit of a rookie and still unsure about going way
down into Mexico to tackle all the huge, deep caves that I
had heard so much about. Jerry told me that I wouldn’t have
a problem and that I would be welcome to come along. At
that moment my heart was set on going to Mexico. The next
challenge was to ask Melanie, my wife, if I could spend a
week in Mexico and miss our family Thanksgiving back
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home. The following week my wonderful, loving wife gave
me permission to go to Mexico.
I contacted Jerry that same week and told him that I
would be going. The trip was still almost seven months
away, but I never put things off. I began to prepare for the
trip by learning to survey and sketch. The last couple of
months before the trip were ﬁlled with anticipation and several phone calls with cavers from around Texas and New
York.
A friend of Jay Jorden was going on the trip, and he
needed a ride. I needed riders, but ride with a “Yankee”?
Well, as long as he didn’t talk, I could pretend that he was
a Texan. But he couldn’t shut up. Chris Nicola, this Yankee
caver, turned out to be a heck of a nice guy. He lived in New
York City and worked for the state of New York. A month
before we were to drive to Mexico, he sent to me a list of departure and arrival times for several ﬂights into both Dallas
and Austin. I picked the ﬂight arrival time that would work
best for our departure from Dallas. Chris arrived Thursday
night with Jay Jorden, who happened to be working in New
York City at the time. Jay wanted to go and was trying, no
begging, his wife Sheila for permission to go. On Friday
Jay was to pack his gear, and then the two of them would
drive to my house. On Friday afternoon, Jay called for directions to my house. He couldn’t make the trip, but Sheila
was going to drive Chris out to my house so we could get on
the way. At 2:45 p.m., Sheila knocked on the door and I met
Chris for the ﬁrst time. He not only sounded like a Yankee, but looked like one too! Chris packed his stuff into my
truck so we could leave for Jerry’s home near Wimberly. I
said everything that you might want to say to a Yankee. It
didn’t do any good; he was still a Yankee. Of course, Chris
retaliated with a few comments about us Texans.
On the drive to Wimberly, Chris had a lot to say – a
whole lot to say, – but he wasn’t too obnoxious. We found
Jerry’s house with no difﬁculties and arrived at 8:30 p.m.
We exchanged the usual pleasantries and some not so pleasant. A short time later, Dale Bernard, Denise Prendergast,
and Andy Grubbs showed up. We all talked and had a few
beers, and then Denise, Enora Fant, Andy, and I got into the
hot tub to relax. The water was great. After working up a
sweat, Andy and I walked down to the ice-cold water in the
creek behind Jerry’s house and lay down in the spring water. After a couple of minutes, my feet were numb and then,
in the dark, I stumbled back to the hot tub. A few minutes
later, I went back into the house. It was after midnight, and
I was tired.
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We were up at 5:15 a.m. so we could get an early start.
We were to meet Scott Serur and Ron Rutherford in Wimberly at 6:00. A little before we left, Scott called to say that
he couldn’t ﬁnd his birth certiﬁcate or passport. Jerry told
Scott that we would wait while he tried to ﬁnd them. To
make a long story shorter, we met Scott and Ron in Wimberly at 11:45, and then headed to Mexico.
A few stops for fuel and food put us at the border at 8:45
p.m. After only one hour, we had all our papers and permits. We drove away from the Pharr border crossing and
headed towards Ciudad Victoria Mexico, where we planned
on spending the night. We arrived on the outskirts of Victoria at 2:30 a.m. Sunday morning. We stopped at a Pemex
to use the facilities. While there, a funny episode involving
the local police took place. Two pickup trucks with pipe
racks mounted on their beds, ﬁlled with policemen pulled
in to the Pemex to use the facilities. Two policemen went
to the bathroom. The other ofﬁcers who were outside and
still in the trucks got a radio call to respond to a call for
help. The ofﬁcers in the trucks yelled to the two ofﬁcers
in the bathroom that they needed to respond to a call now!
One ran out quickly and jumped in the back of the truck.
The other had not come out yet, but he was yelling back to
the other ofﬁcers to wait, that he would be out soon. The
ofﬁcers in the truck continued to yell for him to hurry. One
truck got tired of waiting and took off very quickly. The
remaining truck sounded its horn over and over, revving its
motor, and all occupants were yelling to the ofﬁcer to hurry
up. Finally, the ofﬁcer came running out of the bathroom
with his pants, gun, and holster down to his knees attempting to pull them up as he ran. Glued to his right shoe was
a three-foot-long piece of toilet paper trailing behind him
like a streamer, as he attempted to run and dive for the back
of the truck. He landed with one foot on the bumper and the
other on the ground, his left hand on the pipe rack and right
hand trying still to pull up his pants and his pistol almost
dragging the ground. It was very comical as the truck sped
off, tires spinning, and the ofﬁcer holding his pants and the
truck for his dear life. At some point he was ﬁnally able to
fall in to the bed of the truck and secure his weapon. After
the Mexican version of the “ Keystone Cops” sped away, we
drove a short distance and checked into a motel. We turned
in at 3:00 a.m.
At 7:00 a.m. everyone was up and loading the car. After a wonderful Mexican breakfast, we were now on the
ﬁnal leg of our journey heading towards Aquismon. On our
drive through the mountains, we stopped for a few minutes
at the Tropic of Cancer for a few pictures. It is a ball-shaped
monument about six feet tall. Three of us climbed up on top
for one photo. We drove on and, several hours later, pulled
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up to Mike Walsh’s rental house. It was 4:00 p.m.
At Mike’s home, we met up with Geoff Hoese, Amy Beveridge, and Roland Vinyard, who had all arrived ahead of
us. The house is a two-story duplex, and Mike rents the bottom ﬂoor. It is clean with a working kitchen, bathroom, and
a front room with several beds and two couches to sleep on.
We were to stay at Mike’s that day, while Jerry and Scott
went up to see Juan Vassilo Anhill in LaLaja to arrange for
a place to camp. Jerry and Scott returned with their thumbs
pointing up. They had secured permission to camp in a cow
pasture owned by Juan. That evening, our group of hungry
cavers went to the square and had tacos from a portable
taco stand. Others ate some skinny chicken down the street.
Somehow, all eleven of us ﬁt into Mike’s place and managed to get a little sleep.
The next morning, we packed up and headed to our
campsite on the road south of LaLaja. The road was dry
and not too rough, and if you drove slowly it made for a
comfortable trip. When we pulled up to the ﬁeld we were
to camp in, a young man was sitting there on a large rock.
I suppose he was to help us in some way. We waited while
Jerry went into LaLaja to let Juan known that we were
ready to camp. Jerry came back soon, and then we began to
move rocks, cut some barbed wire, and build a gate that we
could easily open and close each day. We had ﬁve vehicles
and were able to park all inside the fence. Trees and plants
were cut so we could put up our tents. When the kitchen
tent was ﬁnished, we were all set. Jerry then announced
that we were going to go check out Cueva Linda.
Jerry wanted to rig the cave for the next day’s survey and
wanted for everyone to learn the cave. We went all the way
to the known end of the cave. The room we found ourselves
in was known as the Junction Room. This room has three
possible leads. One is to the north, up a large breakdown
pile up near the 80-foot ceiling. The other two leads were to
the south. One lead was down to a small, muddy crawl and
the other above it was a 25-foot climb to a shelf with a 30foot rappel on the other side. Scott made the climb up and
said the cave appeared to continue. It was not checked.
The trip out of the cave was tough for me. I was very
hot, hadn’t had enough water, and was feeling the effects of
heat exhaustion. Several steep, wet, muddy slopes had to be
climbed. The ﬁrst rope ascent was 70 feet up some brittle
popcorn and coral. Next was a short walk over breakdown
covered with mud and ﬂowstone, then a 50 ft rappel, and
another steep ﬂowstone-covered slope. Between the breakdown slopes, the ﬂoor was very uneven with numerous rimstone dams, some containing cave pearls. A long 130-footlong handline was needed to get down a steep breakdown
slope covered with ﬂowstone. A couple more free climbs
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and another 500 feet led to the last two ropes up. From
this point, most of the cave ﬂoor was covered with mud.
The mud ﬂoors had numerous large mud cracks and a small
intermittent stream that ran down the center of this 80foot-wide passage with a 75-foot ceiling. The stream had
washed a clean path, exposing the limestone along the passage ﬂoor. Roland and I led the group out of the cave. Amy
pointed up a slope that led to the entrance of the cave. We
made our way up, then a little farther we found ourselves
outside, walking among the many coffee plants in the canal
that was once part of the cave years ago before the ceiling
collapsed forming the canal.
Amy punched in “Go to truck” on her GPS and we followed the trail log to the truck. When we arrived at the
truck, Jerry, Scott, and Ben were nowhere to be seen. They
had gone on ahead of us in the cave and were supposed to
be waiting for us at the truck. The truck was still there, but
where were they?
We settled down in the truck to wait for them. Ten minutes later, they came driving up in Ben’s vehicle. We asked
how and why they were in Ben’s car? They told us that they
had left the cave and followed several trails and had become lost. Then they found a large stone-covered trail and
ﬁgured that it must lead somewhere, so they followed it for
two miles and it came out on the road just above our camp.
What luck!
When we got to camp, I was feeling bad. I took my gear
off, changed into dry clothes, ﬁxed my bed and climbed
in it for the night. I wasn’t hungry. I would just drink my
Gatorade.
The next morning was Tuesday and it was very quiet,
not a sound in camp till long after the sun had risen. At
9:00 a.m. someone ﬁnally did get up and out of their tent
and begin to stir. I ﬁxed something to eat and drink, but still
didn’t feel well. I felt weak. I told Jerry that I wouldn’t be
going caving today. They talked over who would do what. It
was decided that Amy and Ron would sketch. Amy would
sketch the plan and Ron would sketch the proﬁle.
Jerry had injured his shoulder, so he and I would stay in
camp. Shortly after the others left for Cueva Linda, Jerry
took off up a mountain trail near camp to look for caves.
He quickly found a karst area and began looking for caves.
No caves were found, but he found a man harvesting coffee beans, and Jerry asked if he knew where any caves or
sinkholes were. The man told Jerry of a large sinkhole with
a cave up on top of the mountain. Jerry hiked up to the top
of the mountain and found a small village that was new to
him. Jerry walked up to two men who were working and
asked about the location of the cave. One of the men got up
and walked across the ridge top and showed Jerry where a
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large sinkhole was located. The man pointed down to the
bottom and over to one side and said, “Cueva.”
Jerry thanked the man and then found a way to climb
down into the sink and over to the cave entrance, 50 feet.
wide by 20 feet tall. It was 80 feet wide once inside the entrance. The ﬂoor of the cave followed the dip down about
30 degrees. A deep pit was found two hundred feet into the
cave. Jerry estimated it to be a 300-foot pit. He was able to
climb around the edge of the pit and found continuing cave
passage of about 40 feet wide and 4 feet tall. Jerry stopped
at this point and returned to camp.
A couple of minutes after Jerry’s return, Mike Walsh,
Wild Bill, Beverly and Al from Tennessee pulled up to
camp. We talked a couple of minutes, and Jerry asked if
they wanted to see Cueva Linda. They did, so Jerry, Bill,
Al, and Beverly left camp headed to the cave. I stayed in
camp and rested, ate a little more, and continued to drink
lots of ﬂuids. I was feeling a little better. The others returned at 8:30 p.m. from their survey in Cueva Linda. Amy,
Geoff, Scott, Enora, Roland, Ben, Ron, and Chris had surveyed 245 meters. They surveyed the entrance passage and
down into the main borehole, then the left-hand passage to
its end.
The next day Amy, Enora, Chris, Ron, and I were going
to survey the Right Hand Passage in Cueva Linda. Jerry,
Geoff, Ben, Scott, and Roland were led by Juan Vsassilo
Anhill up into the mountains to some sotanos and cuevas.
Geoff, later that day, told me about the big one that they had
seen. It was a large sotano that measured 650 feet long by
200 feet wide and had the shape of a crescent moon. At one
end and at the bottom of the sink was a small cave. At the
other end of the sotano was another cave, but bigger. After
climbing down 250 feet, Juan said that there was a big room
behind this rock wall. They continued down a ladder made
of long poles with wooden steps lashed to the poles. At the
bottom of the ladder was a small crawlway going into the
wall which led to a huge room. With a light, they were unable to see the ceiling, walls, or the ﬂoor. Geoff told me that
they were able to crawl out on a small ledge. The ﬂoor of
the cave dropped at a ﬁfty-degree angle. They tossed a few
rocks and guessed the depth of the pit at 300 feet! Geoff
walked a short distance along a small ledge and could see
another ledge below, but it was too steep to safely climb
down without a rope.
At Cueva Linda, we began our survey from station A18, into the Right Hand Passage. The ﬁrst shot was to station B-1 at the base of a huge stalagmite. We shot eleven
more stations with a total of 515 feet of horizontal cave. We
discovered one 60-foot pit on the North wall of the Right
Hand Passage near the end of the B survey. The pit was a
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narrow crevice along the base of the wall behind a large
rock standing on its edge. A rock was dropped down the
crevice, and it was heard for six seconds while it bounced
off the walls on its way to the bottom.
The passage we had surveyed had mud-covered ﬂoors
with large mud cracks. These cracks were up to three
inches wide and two feet deep. Other formations such as
rimstone dams, large stalagmites and stalactites were discovered and noted. The passage walls were almost totally
covered with cascading ﬂowstone, helictites, soda straws,
and a couple of rare shields. We ﬁnished our survey at 5
p.m. and then headed out of the cave. On our trip into the
cave, we had marked the trail with ﬂagging to aid our hike
back to the truck after our survey trip was complete. The
trail was much easier to follow. We found the truck with no
problem.
Back at camp, everyone began to clean up, sort his or
her gear, and prepare dinner. Amy and Geoff ﬁxed a little extra food for me. Thank you! I was feeling much better and very hungry. The rest of our group went down to
Aquismon to Mike’s place for a shower and to eat dinner. I
turned in early.
Thursday morning. What had happened to the rest of
the week? It seemed to pass so very quickly. It had begun
to rain on Tuesday night and this morning it was still raining. It was a light rain, but it never stopped. I had camped
and slept in the back of my Dodge truck, where I had constructed a large tarp across a pipe rack which I had built to
carry my kayaks. This kept my gear and me very dry. At
night I would fold the tarp down under my truck and place
a few rocks on it to hold it down. In the morning I would
tie the tarp up between two trees, which allowed me to lie
in bed with a view up the valley and road that we camped
beside. While still in bed, I could ﬁx my meals and coffee
and even wash the few dishes. Lying there, I realized that
the others had not returned from town. They soon returned
and Ben commented that everyone woke up all congested
from something in the air in Mike’s home.
At 11:00 a.m., three groups set out for different destinations. Roland, Geoff, and Scott headed out with a step-log
to Sótano de la Quilas. They found the cave, but the step-log
was not very helpful. They bottomed the cave to its end.
Ron, Ben, Jerry, Juan and Carlos, Juan’s son-in-law,
headed to a cave known as Paxal Jol. They found their cave
also. Dale Bernard, Denise Prendergast, Chris Nicola, and I
went back into Cueva Linda to pick up the survey at station
B-11. Today, I felt tuned in to the survey. The ﬁrst ﬁve stations went very smoothly. Continuing the survey, the ﬂoor
dropped down over a ledge, across a muddy ﬂoor and then
up a steep climb to a ledge ﬁve meters below the ceiling. In
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the face of this ledge were two passages piercing through
and under the ledge opening to continuing passage on the
other side. The cave turned SSW. It had been going west.
I left our last station on a large rock overlooking a 25-foot
climb down. The room below our last survey station was
200 feet long by 85 feet wide with a 65-foot ceiling. At
the far end of the room was the ﬁrst rope to the passage
45 feet above. Near the rope were some beautiful one-foot
deep rimstone pools. Our total for the 4 1/2 hours of survey
was 450 feet. We left the cave as the sun was setting and
returned to camp.
It was Thanksgiving Day, and for dinner I had Mountain
House Chile Mac and Fritos. My wife had snuck a card into
my gear, and I waited for this day to open and read it. This
made me realize how much I missed her and the festivities
that our family always shared with her family in Waco each
year.
Juan, his wife, daughter, Carlos, and their two children
were in camp that night. Jerry had invited the family to eat
with us. Juan had brought a bottle of caña, which is very
strong home-brewed liquor that Juan had made. Amy and
Geoff were passing a bottle of Bailey’s Irish Cream around.
Scott was passing a bottle of Tequila around called Tarantula or something like that. The grandmother was giving
her two granddaughters some Bailey’s out of the bottle cap.
The party broke up sometime late, I can’t remember when-too much caña.
The next morning, Friday, was our last day to go caving before returning home. I was dressed, had eaten, and
had prepared my gear. A little before noon, Juan came in to
camp with a surprise. He and two friends had brought some
fresh roasted coffee beans and some ground up coffee. We
all purchased some to take home. No one seemed to be in
a hurry to get in the cave today, but ﬁnally at 1:30 p.m. we
entered. I was to help explore and survey two pits. The ﬁrst
pit was a narrow crevice along the North wall that we had
discovered at station B-8. Ben and Geoff went down the pit
because I couldn’t ﬁt. Up top, I recorded the survey data as
they relayed it up to me. Geoff sketched the plan and proﬁle. The pit dropped to a depth of 60 feet. Next, we headed
to the large pit on the south wall behind the huge stalagmite
at the entrance passage.
The pit was measured at 98 feet deep. At the bottom of
the pit were several large formations. In one corner were
some very pretty rimstone pools at the base of a 20-foottall white ﬂowstone-covered wall, and on the other side
of the room were several beautiful white stalagmites that
looked like Snoopy caricatures. Geoff and Ben pulled the
tape and I recorded the data while sketching the proﬁle.
They ﬁnished their part and ascended back out of this blind
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pit. I stayed down to ﬁnish the proﬁle and plan. There was
a small second pit that dropped an additional 10 feet. With
the sketch ﬁnished, I climbed back out and got two more
shots to tie in the pit survey to the B survey. Finished, I
checked the Left Hand Passage on the way out because I
hadn’t seen it, then I went back to the truck.
The others had gone to survey from station B-21 and
then de-rig the cave on their way out. Jerry and his group
surveyed 640 feet of passage. Roland got some nice photos
with Scott and Ron helping with the lighting.
After I left the cave, I waited at the truck for the others
to return for an hour and a half. Juan, his brother, and Carlos were there, and they had been drinking caña. I helped
them ﬁnish off the bottle. Juan was feeling no pain. I got
tired of waiting, so I said good-bye to Juan and walked back
to camp. The cool fresh air did my head some good.
Saturday morning came, and everyone was packing up
his or her gear. Most everything was wet and muddy. At
10:30 the group took a break to go see some ancient ruins
in the town of Paxalja. They were just piles of rock, but
who knows what artifacts were there were waiting to be
discovered. It made me think of the history and hard work
that the people endured for many centuries building the
trails, their homes, and ﬁelds where they grew their crops.
We had packed and left our camp by 12:45 p.m. We

stopped in town at Mike’s place for a shower and change
of clothes, and then we went to the square. It was a little
like the First Monday sale in Canton, TX, with many different vendors, selling new and used items, but only the
necessities. After a little shopping, we sat down at Mary’s
for a little lunch. Finally at 4:00 p.m., we left for home. As
a group, we all arrived at the Pharr border crossing at 1:00
a.m. and it was closed. So we had to ﬁnd our way to the
McAllen crossing. With the help of two local policemen,
we found the crossing and got in line to get our paperwork
processed.
Shortly, Chris and I were headed for home. Chris and
I drove twenty hours, all through the night, and got to my
house at 11:30 a.m. Sunday morning. Chris and I tried to
clean our gear up a little and then crashed for a long nap.
That night my family enjoyed meeting Chris and hearing
all about the trip, New York accent and all.
Chris left late the next afternoon for his home in New
York City. It had been a very good trip. I enjoyed the big
beautiful caves, the very friendly people, the caña, and the
green lush tropical mountains. Chris and his Yankee friends
are welcome anytime. I can’t wait till next year.

Linda Palit : Recipient of the 2004 Preston McMichael Award. continued from page 13
o

•
•

Established work contracts to make TCMA ﬁnancially secure and to allow for future cave
acquisitions.
o Initiated joint land inspection/acquisition projects between The Nature Conservancy and Texas
cavers.
o And, while many have contributed to the ongoing effort to purchase Deep and Punkin Caves, it is no
exaggeration that the opportunity presented itself due to her enthusiasm and vision.
She is a trusted member of the caving community, respected for her dedication and enthusiasm and often sought
for her honesty and easy-going manner.
And while it has never been put to paper, one of her most important duties is the care and feeding of the
unofﬁcial mascot of the TSA, Ixta.

For these and innumerable other unsung accomplishments, it is with great satisfaction that the Texas Speleological
Association presents the 2004 Preston McMichael Award to Linda Palit.”
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